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INTRODUCING

Viaje T i
 In t roduc ing the newest  b icyc le  in  the progress ive  l ine  of  en-
durance b icyc les  f rom Vo lag i .  Des igned in  the same ve in  as  the 
V ia je  XL ,  the  V ia je  T i  incorporates  a l l  the  benef i t s  o f  i t s  s tee l  
f ramed counterpar t ,  but  w i th  the comfor t ,  durab i l i t y ,  and weight  
sav ing advantages  o f  T i tan ium.  The same t i re  c learance and 
comfor t  aspects  that  Vo lag i  i s  known fo r  makes  the V ia je  T i  the  
Go-To  b ike  fo r  any  c lub r ide,  doub le  centu ry ,  g rave l  g r inder ,  and 
every th ing in  between.  The V ia je  T i  i s  des igned fo r  the  cyc l i s t  
who needs  a  h igh  per fo rmance,  p rec i se  handl ing road b ike  that  
leaves  them fee l ing as  f resh  at  the end of  the r ide,  as  they  d id  
at  the beg inn ing.   



Viaje T i

Extended head 
tube and relaxed 
geometry for all 

day comfort and 
control

1 1/8-1 1/2” tapered head 
tube with full carbon fork

Full shift and brake cable housing 
throughout the length of the bike 
for protection against the elements. 
Makes for easy cleaning and easy 
service

Mechanical or hydraulic disc brake 
compatible. 160mm front, 140mm 
rear rotors BB386EVo bottom bracket o�ers better tire clearance, 

improved power transfer, and e�ciency

Clearance up to 40mm tires or 32mm 
with fenders

Built in fender mounts on front and rear 
o�er full coverage and compatibility with 

racks 

135 rear hub spacing for a stronger, 
more sti� rear end. Introduces more 
possibilities for aftermarket wheel 
options

Patented Long Bow Flex Stays smooth 
out road vibrations while maintaining 
a shorter, tighter handling wheelbase 

Standard 27.2mm seat 
post allows for a wide 
array of options for after-
market customization



LONGBOW FLEX™ STAY SUSPENSION
The patented LongBow Flex™ stay is a radical departure from the norm. 
We separated the seat stays from the seat tube and lengthened it to 
maximize the Titanium’s inherent ability to absorb road vibrations. We 
then optimized the shape of each stay, further enhancing the bike's 
ability to flex vertically while remaining stiff horizontally for control and 
efficient power transfer.

HIGH PERFORMANCE DISC BRAKES
As the first bicycle manufacturer to equip a high performance carbon 
road bike with disc brakes, Volagi Cycles has long been on the leading 
edge of road disc brake technology. Working alongside some of the 
top component manufacturers in the country, Volagi Cycles has tested 
and perfected the integration of disc brakes on our bicycles. 
Imagine a sports car still using rubber pads on the rim for braking. There 
is a reason why almost every modern vehicle has adapted the use of 
disc brakes. Disc brakes perform consistently in wet, dry, hot and cold 
conditions--even with bent rims and broken spokes. Without rim calipers, 
you have the freedom to run larger tires, and full fenders for adverse 
road and weather conditions. And we don’t just slap on disc brakes. We 
carefully engineer our frames, hubs, and rims, and hand pick the rotor/-
caliper combinations to provide the best braking system without com-
promising weight or performance. Welcome to the disc brake revolu-
tion.

EXTENDED HEAD TUBE
A more balanced position improves performance over distance and 
over a period of time. We designed a slightly longer head tube to opti-
mize rider position to endure mile after mile.  The tapered 1-1/8” to 
1-3/8” tube design increases stiffness for better control, and allows for a 
more comfortable ride fit. 
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Volagi, (pronounced vol*ah*gee), is a Latin derivative meaning "the will to 
go". As a company of cyclists, we understand that the greatest intrinsic 
rewards come from conquering life's climbs and cresting their summits with 
courage and strength.

In 2010, two veterans in the cycling industry came up with the idea to create 
the best possible performance bicycle for the endurance cyclist. They soon 
discovered that most every cyclist fits into the "endurance" category rather 
than the "racer" category.  The premise for their bike company shifted from, 
"what if we build a bike for long distance riders?" to, "what if we build bikes for 
people who love riding--period?"  Volagi Cycles was born out of a desire to 
provide the most comfortable, safest bikes without compromising perfor-
mance or handling.

Volagi bicycles have been conceived, designed, and engineered for, and 
by riders who aspire to go further than ever before. Combining innovative 
frame design, lab tested aerodynamics, and industry leading componentry, 
Volagi bicycles fit the needs of every rider, from the ultra-endurance cyclist, 
to the casual weekend warrior. All Volagi bicycles feature disc brakes and 
our patented LongBow Flex Stays—seat stays that have been separated 
from the seat tube and lengthened to maximize compliance without creat-
ing a lengthened wheelbase and subsequently slow handling bike.  This 
design enhances the bike's ability to flex vertically while remaining stiff hori-
zontally.  All Volagi bicycles are meticulously hand assembled and quality 
inspected prior to leaving our Ogden, Utah headquarters

What is Volagi? Volagi is pushing yourself farther than you ever thought possi-
ble. Pushing past your mental boundaries to find your physical limits. That dis-
covery, that moment of personal triumph that makes you want to do it all 
again is what we live for at Volagi. 
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